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TODAY'S WEATHER
Considerable cloudiness through
Thursday with 50 per cent chance
of rain today and 20. per cent
tonight. High today mid to upper
70s, low tonight upper 50s and
high tomorrow_lower 70s.
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· Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1972

The University of South Florida

Health Center sees
stude-n t increase
By Tim Matthew
Oracle Staff Writer

The Student Health Center
is seeing -over 1,000 students
every . week this month, an
increase of 600 for · the same
month !ast year.
"This is the busiest- in our
history," said Ann Winch,
administrator of student health
services.

approval for the center had, in
effect, always come from the
administration. She said SFC's
role was to · review the budget
an~ make recommendations.

"This is the first time
we do not forsee a cash
carry over into the nex-t
fiscal year."
- Ann Winch
Administrator

***

budget deficit appears likely
this year.
"This is the first time we do
not forsee a cash carry over into
the next fiscal year, " she said,

Winch said accidents and
injuries were themost frequent
cases this year and said most_
Asked what effects the
common decreases were upper
abolishment of the Student
respiratory infections.
Finance Committee (SFC)
· " We are able to handle the would have on the Health
increase," said Winch. "Man y Center, . Winch said budget
students have the same
problems and are less likely to
deprive another student of
services."

Silhouette ·in study
Kathy Kupper casts a thoughtful silhouette as she
studies for an exam and .waits out the rain in the Fine
Arts Building.
'

The Health · Center is
operating on a 197j_ 73 budget
of .$ 397,000, which includes
costs for drugs, medical
supplies and salaries for a staff
of 40, the major expenditure in
the budget.
Winch said a Health Center

·· Other Iife_styles viewed
by former Vista ·worker
By Andrea Harris
o'racle Feature Editor

The next thing Janice knew
she and another girl were living
in a poor black section of Ft.
Lauderdale. ·
.
Before they could start right in, Janice said, they had to

educate themselves. They
found out what fa·cilities were
available to the people and just
what · rights the. people had.
There were day care centers_,

TALLAHASSEE (UPl)Nine million dollars has been
appropr!ated for phase two
construction of USF's medical
center in a special session of the
state legislature yesterday.
The measure passed both
houses, but in slightly different
form, reg uiring each to
approve the other's bill before
it is sent to the governor.
Federal money for the
medical center had previously
been withdrawn because of a
fund shortage.
The House bill requires that
any federal funds that become
available m the . future for
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With
negotiations
continuing for another form. of
student health service, possibly
off-campus, the present service_
is in a "never-never land " state ,
according to Winch.
"With no definite objectives
we will continue as we have
been, certainly through this
year," she said.

Houses approve
money for ,U SF

It's hard to imagine Janice
Wlock, a bubbly 23 -year-old
from an affluent. background,
continued on page 10.
living on $50 a week in a poor
black community or trying to
place an evicted family or
- coping with a withdrawn,
partly paralyzed .boy.
Doing things like these came
. naturally to her, tnough, from
July, I 971, to July, 1972 , as a
Vista Volunteer. She doesn 't
need to look the pa.rt.
After graduation from a
white, middle-class high school
in Philadelphia, she taught
white, - middle-class Catholi,;:"'° .,.
school children for four years
· while finishing a year and aha-If
. .
of.college at night. She thoug~t . · ;; ;_; :' , '4\·i·'.;;.·
she should take ti~e
·.:f:'r.; ./ . . . ,
·_ . ~adc~: scl;i.o~l;/ ifvery~ye~t'l ,.\ · , ,
'
-:' ke
_p"t thiukin•
g'. ·abotit',colle·
g·. ~,?x
,;; ·.i'_ .,_,. t
., ·'. .
'"·
,,.
•• • • ,.~
•
c;/ • ,,. j11-.. ' ,•·.
. ; . · but she decid.~d··to dq.a year ·of .. :f'-"
·: ·. ' · Vista first: · :. : .· · · .;·. :.-:.
·
"I :felt -~here ·inusi:·be.moi:·~ to\ :;i', ,., • ~•~• . 1 1
-·'·.·:.· ,. ·, ., , the
hfe .sJ-yle::.. ,,th~n
'} : saw,
ot.:·1 - . y
., "c t
.... ~ ..;,,.- ',:tJ:,,;,_
., ....,
, ?:: "··_:'.·J.. •·ti,adelppi~~:::<Y;~u'. ;}1,~~t1.':~i',p::.~j}:
·,,_.m'uch ·'\ abhut ' thit - bfac _
k ,:.·}
..
Oracle photo by Jerry Litynski
· communities on welf~rn: 'these ·
Night pool
people don't care, . they jus~
• ~pend their money on liquor.' l
The -newly completed Andros pool
. Oirec_tor Clyde.Hill, for the enjoyment of
just couldn't believe that all
glimmers beneath the .moon. It will open
USF students in search of a winter swim.
these stere~ry.pes w~re true."
soon, according to phy~ic,al pl@nning
. I
,- ' .,.,
.
~- .::. "'· .: ·...·,. . .

oui:t~·rgo;·.

"Student input is important,
but · it is harder to sell the
administration on a program,
which could prove to be a good
thing," Winch said.

construction at the Tampa
medical facility must be used in
lieu of the state funds.
In other legislative action
yesterday, Gov. Reubin
Askew' s $100 million sewage
treatment l9an plan and a
separate bill doubling · state
pollution control bonds cleared
the house.
The legislature, which
convened at 1 p.m., went right_
to- work after listening to
Askew' s strong pitch for a
moderate - death penalty bill,
equal rights for women and the
pollution control legislation.
The House also passed, 852 9; a bill appropriating
$612,000 . to _ beef up the
pollution control staff m
Tallahassee with 41 n~w
employes to help local
governments apply for federa l
and state sewag·e construction
runds, and approved 113-4 a
measure aimed at dealing with a
threatened
South
Florida
drought.
The Senate's 36-2 vote to
provide only $9 .5 million in
additionaJ public school. funds
came after · an ~mpassioned
argument that it would punish
school children· for the sins of .,
their-parents. . .
· .• . 'E~rlier, it i:eject,c;d 28-12 _an , ..
.aniertdment with ;moth~r $10.2. ; - .
niillion · to offset =
fo-~ses . to· ·· · ·
counties
caught underassessing property tax~s in this
.· y:ea:fs:s~at_e ~tde ta:ic as~essmem .

. 'ra~io\·si6af ,' ·. :. ,, .- .:'. :-; . ;.\ ; .· ·, ::., ,
.·... -· :Rev~_-).4uy· ·.·spico1a,/' D- > · ·
Tampa, told the ho.use· the
sewage Io-an program would
·get construction projects off
the · ground, and doubling the
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_: Laird.·sees 1:0,00 0 ·draf ted ·in '73
WASHINGTON · (UPI)Defense· Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, noting that the draft
expires June 30 after three
Civilians bombed
decades, said yesterday no men ·
will be inducted in January and
. SAIGON (UPl)-American
only 10,000 will be called into
fighter- bombers suppo_rting
· the Army during the first six
South Vietnamese ·ground
months of 1973.
troops mis~akenly attacked a
Laird expressed 'no fears · hamlet with 500-pound bombs
aboutthe,Army, Navy and Air .· yesterday, killing at least .19
Force . atfracting enough
civilians and wouiiding 29
volunteers, saying, "We'll b.e
others, the U .S: command said.
able · to m;ike it as far as- our
· Sex show closed
regular for~es are .concerned."
NEW YORK (U_P I)-A live
· .. .Exciting times".
~x 'show -in the Times Square ·
area called "Peepalive" was the
CAM.P DAVID, Md. ·first of · four . sex-oriented
(UPl)--President Nixon .will businesses · to be. evicted
return to Washington this yesterday from property
afternoon for consultations controlled by the family. of
with South Vietnamese Edward Finch Cox, President
Pi:;esid~nt . N·guyen Van Nixon's son-in-law.
personal
Thieu'~
killers
representative, Nguyen Phy . French
guillotined
Due, the White .· House
(UPl)- Tw o
PARIS
announced.

The di~missal came on a •
convicted· murder~rs who slit
by Richard Bachman '
motion
-vi~tiins
the throats ·of their
.
during a prisor:i r.i.ot i_n . 1971 . assistan~ U.S . .attorney.
Popkin was jailed Nov. 21- .·
were put to death under
F ranee's 18th·century gillotine after he ref1,1sed to answer
at dawn · · yesterday. The certain questions from the
ex~cutions were the · firs~ in . grand jury · concerning his
France in more than three sources on . the . Pentagon .
Papers.
years.
Claude Butfet, 39, and
. Roger Bontemps, 45, were the
first to be executed under the
88-pound blade since March .
1969.

A-ir-crash ·
,MOSCOW·• (UPl)-A Japan
'
.

Ai'r. Lines QC8-62 jetliner with
76 persons aboard crashed· in
flames and ~xploded in a sriowy ·
field last night, two minutes ·
·aftenaking off from Moscow's
Sheremetyevo Airport on a
tra~s,,.Siberian flight to Tokyo . . ,
. An airline spokesman said of
the 76 passengers and crew
m_embers aboard, 42 were
confirmed _dead, 17 survived
and 17 w~re still missing.

Harvard· professor
freed -

/

/

BOSTON (UPl)-Harvard
professor Samuel. L. Popkin
was . released from jail
yesterday after the federal
Grand Jury hearing evidence in
the release and distribution of
the Pentagon , Papers was
discharged· by U.S. District ·
Juqge Frank J. Murray:

Equal ity in mode rate capita l
punis hmen t sough t by Askew
TALLAfiASSEE . (UPl)-Gov. R~ubin Askew urged the
legislature yesterday to- "light
one small candle in the darkness
that is crime" by enacting a .
moderate opital puni,shment
•. law that would fall equally on
the rich and the poor, · th_e
.privileged and the underprivileged, and majority as well
as minority persons _ that .
commit premeditated murder.
• "I continue to have mixed
feelings as to the necessity, the
rightness, and even the legality
of capital · punishment in any
form," Askew told a joint
session convening in the first
business meeting of the new
·
legislature.

Navy charged
JACKSOI'{VIL Lt (UPl)-A Jacksonville segregationist;
arrested Nov. 13 for protestipg
· · at a · naval base against the
Navy's handling of racial
trouble, ch~rged yeaterday he
was mistreated by the Navy.
Warren Folks made • the
charge after he was . arraigned
before U.S. Magistrate Joseph

I
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{JG) William Sise~, oilJ
pollution investigator for the·
Coast Guard. "There was a
strong smelt of vapor and the ·
water was a little discolored. " .

W. Hatchett on charges of
entering !1 military reservation
· He said T ampa . fire
for an unlawful purpose.
department units hosed down
Folks said he had filed three· the dock area where the liquid,
charges against Lt. Cmdr. R.G . identified as · methyl ethel
Johnson of the Jacksonville .ketone, was seeping and hosed·
Na val Air Station charging down the water to help ,
Johnson had violated his civil breakdown the chemical.
rights and also charging police
'Sub-states' pushed
· brutality in his arrest.
A Navy spokesman · said
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-Folks wa·s arrested when he
attempted to barge into . the Florida should be divided into .
"sub-state "
. office of the base commander regional
with binding
governments
after earlier agreeing to !_eave
and possibly
plan
powers to
the base peacefully.
operate sewage treatment, mass
Port polluted .
transit and land planning
TAMP A (UPI)--A minor systems, a state planning group
leak in an underg.round pipe was told yesterday.
Jim Tait, director of Gov.
allowed .some highly volatile
liquid to seep onto the docks · Re.ubin Askew's local
study
and into the water of the port gov e r"n men t
the
made
here yesterday but the Coast commission,
Guard ·said the leak posed no statement to a subcommittee of
Askew's Environmental Land
serious threat.
"It is difficult to estimate the Management Study (ELMS)
amount of the spill," said Lt. committee.

A,n Evening of Classical
E~hnic and Contemporary

CHINESE DANCES
Featuring Chiang Ching
Yen Lu Wong and Chen Hseuh-Tung

T~ursday November 30 -.

8:00 p.m.

University Theatre
TICKETS: $2.00 Full time USF Students $1.00
TAT Box Office Open Weekdays i:15-4:30 p .m,
·sponsored By: Theatre Dept., Dance Dept., Florido Center For The Arts
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Chairmen favor film departmen t
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer

A meeting of department
heads in the College of
Language Literature gave
unanimous: approval to the
creation of a department of
. cinema within the college,
provided no funds are required
from the current Language
Literature budget.
James Parrish, chairman, of
the English Departme_nt and
acting dean at· the meeting,
confirmed last night the vote
was taken but . declined to
comment on the outcome.

College Dean Philip Rice· left
the meeting.before the vote was
taken.
"I'm not in a position to give
that . kind of information,"
Parrish said, when questioned
on the result.
"It was· simply a discussion,
lacking real force," Parrish
added. "What really is
important is what the
administration decides.''
David Horsman, current
film sequence director in the
mass communications
department, presented his
formal p_roposal for a

***

'/ would be willing to
help with private sources
for funds. '-

Dr. David Horsman

***

depa;tment of cinema to the .
department heads. ·
Horsman said he will present
a list and description of existing
and proposed courses in film
study to · the Lapguage
Literature Council.

funding for film "over and
above what we're getting
now."

The proposal will come
before the council Friday,
Parrish said.

If

Pres. Cecil Mackey
approves the film studies
proposal, it will be a
commitment on his part to find
funds for the program,
Horsman said.

Funds would have to be
obtained from a source outside
the college, possibly in
appropnanons from the state
legislature or the Board of
Regents. '

"I would be willing to help
with private sources for
funds," Horsman said.

Dr. Cleon Capsas, chairman
of Modern Languages,
commented last night the film
department discussion is "one
of the best questions of debate
in terms of what kind of ·
University this is going to be
that I've heard in a long time."

Walter Gristi, chairman of
the mass communications
department, said the main step
to be taken is to get separate

.AA UP drive underway
A membership drive for
American ' Association of
University
Professors
(AAUP) is being started on
campus in an effort to establish·
a "solid majority" before
voting on whether AA UP
wishes to attempt- to b~come
the collective bargaining agent
at USF.
Approximately 150 out of a
possible 900 members belong
to the organization, according
to Dr. Adrian Cherry,
membership chairman.
"Not more than 250 faculty
members belong to any of the
organizations," Cherry said.
"AA UP needs the concern and
the advice of the 650 who
aren't taking part."
Cherry emphasized the idea
is to gain as big a faculty voice
as possible before the decision
is made on whether to try to
become the collective
bargaining agents · at this
University. Cherry said
AA UP is hoping to recruit as
many as 500 new members.
Other benefits of having a,
strong united faculty voice,
Cherry said, would be a
stabilization at USF. He added
if and when the Administration
faces a decision and wishes
·faculty opinion, "it is most
difficult when it is faced by a
faculty which is politically
demoralized.
"When eonfronted ... the
faculty often breaks up into

I

Hotline
today

I

Pres. Cecil Mackey will meet
with students, faculty and staff
at today's "Hotline" at 11 :30
a.m. in UC 158.

small groups or no groups at
all, offering the Administration
no alternative but to use its own
judgement."
Cherry mentioned, "if the
tenure system breaks down,
we'll need a strong
organization to deal with
various problems. "
He said faculty should send
their names into him as quickly
as possible with a $3 check to
cover local dues. Members are
not required to join the national

organization but Cherry said .
he would send their
applications on to the national
office for consideration if they
wish. Cherry added graduate
students and graduate assistants
as well as regular faculty are
t:ligible for membership.
For more information .Cherry may be reached
through the Modei:n
Languages Department,
Language Literature 210, ext.
2547.

FOR THOSE IN LOVE ...
DIAMOND BRIDAL SETS
Illustrations
enlarged

11 diamonds
14K gold

$249.

Grad salaries
below average
By Jack Carlisle
Oracle Staff Writer

Median salaries for USF
graduates reporting starting
salaries to the Career Placement
and Planning Center fall below
the nationa'l average, according
to a study released yesterday.
About a quarter of
graduating students reported
starting salaries to the
placement office, · which
compiled the study from
graduates from August, 1971
to June, 1972.
Offers for students ranged
from a low of $250 monthly
for a natural science divi~ion
major to $1,816 monthly as a
high for a history major- both
offers were to students with
bachelor's degrees.
Most offers, however, range
in the $600- 750 a month range,
the .report says.
The College Placement
Co u n c i 1,
a
national
organization issuing a similar
report compiled through July,
1972, reported higher average

starting salaries than the USF
report in random major fields
comparing starting salaries . .
Salary · of'fers ,.at USF for
accounting majors ranged
between $600-9 50 a month,
with the· median ,set at $775.
The College Placement
Council reported an average
starting salary of $85 4 monthly for accounting
maJors.
Electrical engineering
students here were offered
between $715-965 a month
(median-$87 5), while the
national average reported is
$888.
Graduates at USF in social
and behavioral sciences
reported an average starting
salary of $644 a month, $5 8
below the national average of
$702.
The USF study contai~ed
3,956 graduating students
between August, 1971 and
June, 1972, including 2,034, or
51 per cent, who registered
with the USF Career Planning
and Placement Center.

13 -diamonds
14K gold

CHARGE IT .•. even· if you have never had credit before.

LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

IN TA!,tPA SHOP AT GOROON'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING OTR.
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING· CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRA.CE
OTHER STORES IN : ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
SEMINOLE, BRAOENTON , PlANT CITY ANO LAKELAND .

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 PM

•
lnvest
The one luxury

ROCK, BLUES, FOLK
AT FAIR PRICES

$440.

•
ID

OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 PM

•
music
•

you can't do without

LP's t399
Double LP's •6 75

liberation music service i;.
Concert tickets
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students at the University of South

DITOR.IALS

AND

COMMENT'J\
1116\. RY _~':;;~:~rf,~it;;,::!~t-:;,~':,d:f:o:~~~:;
University administration

Legalism and USF
Whichever course the faculty takes to
. get redress for grievances at USF other
than forming a committee or giving up,
the Administration is sure to use the
word "legalism" to describe the
faculty's efforts.
Defined by Webster as " strict, literal
or excessive conformity to the law,"
this term applies to the Administration
more than to the faculty .
.
Was it not Larry Robinson, the
Administration's lawyer, who told
Irving Deer, president of the AFT local,
th; t he couldn't discuss the problems of
procedure with V ice Pres. for
Academi c Affairs, Carl Riggs ?
Robinson's reason was that since Deer is
an officer in an , organization which
favors collective bargaining, he couldn't
talk to Riggs, ignoring the fact that I1eer
didn't want to discuss that subject,
which is actually all the law prohibits.
Has it not been under the Mackey
Administration that so man y
terminations have occurred that faculty
groups are alarmed. T hey are alarmed
not by terminations alone, but by
parallel phenomena like the clearly
·unequal pay raises given last year which
deprived some of the top professors and
a lot of female faculty members of their
share.
All these things have happened to the

faculty at USF in the past year and to
dismiss their efforts at redress as
"legalism" , is unwise. Was it legalism
when Phillip Ortwein fought what he
thought were false charges against him?
T he same goes for Edward McDonald,
with perhaps a few more ramifications.
And then there are many faculty
members who suddenly announced .
retirement or resignation and quietly
departed. What is wrong with someone
trying to keep from getting fired?
What it comes to is that the
Administration is attempting to use the
word "legalism" as a way to play on
public sympathy or plead with faculty
to let the University be governed by
some sort of gentlemen's agreement, as
they claim it has been done traditionally
on the campus. One thing about
gentlemenly agreements is that they
sure aren't legalistic, they also aren't
very binding, and what do you do when
the other guy backs out? It's pretty ha rd
to sue on the basis of a wink and a fi rm
handshake.
T his is why good procedures are
needed badly at this University and no
one should be deceived when someone
talks about "legalism" and the problems
it brings. The problems have been here,
it's just that the faculty have their own
lawyers now .

-

--- ...... ..r....

----- --Le tters
Attention seniors
Editor:
.As senior class officers· we feel it is
time to let USF seniors know who we
are and what our purposes and functions
are.
Our purpose is to keep the seniors
informed and to serve them in any way
we
We are attempting to keep
seniors informed by the senior class
bulletin bpard (at the entrance to the
library), posters and letters and The
Oracle.
We fell the seniors should be aware of
the following happenings:
1. December a,nd March grads are
encouraged to participate in June
commencement ceremonies. If you plan
to do so, please notify the Student
Affairs Office or the Senior Class in the

can.

ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 1969
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967 Published four times weekly. Tuesday
through Friday, durin~ the academic year
period September through mid-June; twice .
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the academic year period.mid-June through
August, by the University of South Florida,
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Office of Student Organizations.
2. December grads are invited to a
reception sponsored by the Senior Class
and the USF Alumni Association to be
held at Curtis Hixon convention center
before the first Brahman basketball
game, Nov. 29. Hot hors d'oeuvr·es and
free beer will be featured. A cash bar
will also be available.

3.
Undated
graduation
announcements for December and
March grads are available for the first
time. Check with the Office of Student
Organizations, UC 226.
4. The USF Alumni Association
is conducting a telephone campaign to
solicit members for the Tampa Bay
Chapter. They are looking for
interested seniors willing to donate
some time to help the campaign. ;
In closing we would like to· say that
we need seniors to help us ·in our
projects. We would also like to invite all
seniors to the class meetings every

charge an average fee to the general
Monday, 4 p.m., UC 225.
public?
T his would afford -the same
Jim Larkin, Pres.
revenue
and
perhaps have fewer people
Robbie Coonie, Vice-Pres.
on
the
course.
I feel that a higher green
Georgann Petros, Secretary ·
fee
for
non-affiliated
persons would not
Barbara Twine, Treasurer
. only make it easier for students to play

Golfer tee'd off
Editor:
The average cost of green fees on
comparable local public golf courses is
well over $5. Why should USF's course
cater to the general public for a mere $3
fee?
It has become nearly impossible for a
student to play a round of golf at our
golf course. The fairways ar~ always
filled with people not affiliated with the
University system. Mos·t -students can
not afford to play golf at public courses,
and even fewer belong to~or are eligible
to play on, country club courses. Then,
why should the USF course cater to
outsiders?
.If the University course needs money
for upkeep of our course, why doesn't it

on their golf course, but would also
afford the USF course the money .it .
needs to maintain a well-kept course.
I would like to challenge the USF
administration for a justification of the
nominal fee it charges the non-student
(non-staff) golfer on our course.
I can't play golf at Palma Ceia. Why
should members of other courses be able
to play ours at a cost far b~low that of
the area average?
Let us be fair about our fairwa ys!
Michael J . Beem

4 POL .

Letter policy
The Oracle welcomes letters to
the editor on all topics. All letters
must be signed and addressed
including student classification.
Names will be withheld upon
request.
Letters should be triple "Spaced
typewritten. The editorteserves the
right to edit or shorten letters.
Letters received by noon will be
considered for publication the
following day.

T his public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$147,208.42, or 9¢ per copy , to
dissemina te news to th<: students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. (Forty per cent
of the per issue cost is offset by
-Jdvertising revenue.)
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Women fight 'equality'
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)- the army if they wish but they Mrs. Jennifer Cullen, Panama
Women who .say they don't don't represent · us." One City.
want to be "equal" if it 111eans opponent, looking at the six
Dore said the amendment-- .
lady
legislators
solidly
behind
going to war and giving up the
proposed as the 27th to the
tender, loving care they've the amendment, charged that if U.S. Constitution--had no
grown to expect from tq.eir he- they were successful women, bearing on social customs, but
men, won a round in the they'd be home keeping house went strictly to equality
legislature yesterday as and raisiiig families.
"before the law."
"We h·ave 21 children among
committees in both houses
Things like equal pay, and
delayed action· on the equal · us," . retorted Rep. Gwen equal treatment in the labor
Cherry, D-Miami, saying the market will be achieved, she
rights amendment.
House Majority Leader Carl six lady legislators had said.
·Ogden, D-Jacksonville, won . "crossed racial, party and
Reps. Ray Mattox, Dthe 24-hour postponement in religious" lines to put up a solid
Winter Ha,ven, and Roger
the house rules committee, front for equal rights.
R-Clearwa ter,
"This amendment would Wilson,
saying that a resolution urging
introduced
the
proposal ·for a
a study of the proposal until . deny American women of their
next April deserv~d to be cherished rights to have their study committee, postponing
husbands keep them, support consideration until the regular
considered at the same time.
"I lean toward the them and love them," charged session next spring.
amendment," he said, but felt it
was not fair to act on ii when
other resolutions ·on the subject
did not get introduced in time
for yesterday's meeting .
Chairman Murray Dubbin said
another meeting will be held
Comfy corner
today.
The end of the quarter often means calling to try to find ·
The Senate committee that
a ride or riders home. Often this involves spending som~
set
the calendar went along
time on the telephone. Here Holiy Van Dercreek (left)
with - President Mallory
and· Jay Frasure make themselves comfortable at th~
Horne
' s request that
phones in the dorm.
Oracle photo by Debbie Swanson
controversial matters be left for
the tail-end of the ·house rules
committee in a jammed house
chamber pitted woman against
woman.
The lone male spokesman-the University, Binford said. opponent Louis W. Putney of
Installation of bicycle paths
"The .first priority is a bike Tampa--wamed that Congress
conneC!ting USF to the new
path at Fletcher. "
shopping mall ·is probable
would have to let women be
Bihford expressed optimism drafted for military service if
according to Dr.Jesse Binford,
for a path along Fletcher they are made equal under the
chairman of the USF Bicycle
because this land is University - law.
Club.
property. T he mall is to be constructed
"You are voting for the
Most student requests are for
between Fowler and 30th
drafting of the daughters and
paths to connect Fontana and
streets.
grand-daughters of Florida and
De Soto Halls with 30th
University Planning has no
we able bodied men will be
Avenue, 131st Avenue by the
firm committment yet. "All we
sitting at home sending our
VA Hospital to the large girls overseas to fight our
have in the way of definite
apartment complexes, areas are
word is a letter from the de
wars," he stormed.
heavily
traveled by cycling ·
Bartollo Co. indicating interest
But law professor Patri~ia
students. ·
in such a project," Binford said.
Dore of Tallahassee said this
"The reason we are getting a argument was a "red herring. "
He described the proposed
path at Fowler is de Bartollo's She said the nation is moving
paths as 8 feet wide with
Co. will be paving in the area," toward a volunteer army
curbing to protect cyders from
Bindor said. "We can get the anyway.
automobiles. The path will
paths at no cost to the
But she also read a quotation
extend from I 9th Street to the
taxpayers."
from
the late presidentCitgo_ stadon at Fowler and
· Binford explained the Eisenhower that "I am
30th A venue. It will continue
University would have to ask convinced that in another war,
behin_d the station north to the
the county to sponsor any they (women) have got to be
campus entrance.
additional paths because they drafted just like men."
This bicycle path is not the · would not be on University
The women attacked each
first priority of the students or
property.
other ' s ·positions with
unfriendly epithets.
Proponents of equal rights
compared the opponents to the
"plantation mentality of years_
ago that thought paternalism
was preferable to freedom " for
Consideration of a report educational grievances from slaves.
from the Academic Relations students.
The op13onents shot back
Committee will be one of the
Student evaluations and their
that "these he-women can join
first orders. of . business at use by Academic Affairs will
today's session of the Faculty be considered by the Senate in a
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT.
Senate.
special session next quarter at
Senate Chairman Jesse which Carl Riggs, vice
6inford said action is necessary president for Abldemic Affairs,
because some cases are pending will be asked to submit a report
for action by the committee.
from a committee named at the
ments Furnished & Unfurnis
Binford said the Senate will last meeting to determine
also be asked to appoint a whether administrative offices
·• 2 Pools
• Laundry
committee to determine made budget cuts comparable
988-0037
• Recreation Room '."' Sauna
whether the Senate should to those made in academic
• Children & Pets Welcome!
become involved in settling departments, Binford added.

·-Mall, USF may
con,n ect bilce -paths

·Committee .re·p ort
·on Senat·e agenda

In other business, Binford
said the Senate would consider
All art prints are due to be · reactivation of faculty college
returned today to the
councils to advise deans and
lnstructio'n;il Materials Center,
would hear . a statement on
EDU 113. Overdue prints will
general education require· be fined 2 5 cents per day.
ments.

Deadline today

1 miie : East of ·usF
on Fletcher Avenue

· • In Process of Enlarging Laundry
& Improving Recreation Room
• Full J'ime Lawn Care &· Maintenance Crew
• On ·Site Mana ement That Cares

./
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Kappa Scrollers

The Kappa Scrollers
presented their sweethearts to
the USF campus Monday at 2
p.m. on Crescent Hlll. The
sweethearts are Beverly Hall,
Charlene Jenkins, Jackie
Williams· and Velma Hall. The
scrollers sang and presented
their sweethearts with gifts.
Thanks .

Crane in the sky ....
As construction continues on the new
USF medical center. Phase two for the

construction has recently been approved
by the Florida legislature.

The Afro-American Society
and Gospel Choir would like to
thank all those , who
contributions enabled them to
attend the funeral of Isaiah
Baldwin in Pensacola.
Ethos

Med center----$948,000 to add 91 new the Central and South Florida
employes, including a roving flood control district to call
group of specialists, to the state emergency wa_ter shortages and
pollution control staff. But the limit use of water by cities and
House decided the smaller staff big farm operations.
could do what is needed
between now and the time the
legislature · meets again next
sprmg.
The anti-drought bill passed
the house 113-4. It authorizes

' continued from page 1

bond program from $100
million to $200 million would
also help in meeting projected
needs estimated at $2 .5 billion.
Efforts to limit each city or
county loan from the $100
million ·state fund to $15
million or other figures . were
rejected.
Askew had asked for

Merrick resigns,
position n·o w open~

-;;_~,-$ 999

.,,

-

0

::::,

u,

TWO STORES

Study lounges in Argos and
Andros complexes will be open
24 hours a day today and
tomorrow and Sunday through
Tuesday.
The practice of keeping the
study areas open was
implemented third quarter for
students who need a quiet place
to study for exams and who
wish to study all night.

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS

"

5 Lines $1 oQ
(31 spaces each) _
LAN 472 CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION EXT. 2620

FOR
A LIMITED
TIME

ONLY

More than you expect
for less than you
expected.

record changer. It has a counterbalance tone arm
and Shure M75EC cartridge ·with diamond stylus
which will treat your records gently.
THE LOUDSPEAKER - The two wy Alpha 205

Individually, each of the components pictured is an.
outstanding sound-per-dollar value. Together, at the
Stereo Shop, they make up an eminently satisfying
ste,reo system of surprisingl"y modest ~st ..
THE RECEIVER_ The Pioneer SX 424 Stereo receiver
delivers a c1;an 50 watts (IHf) .of music power. 1ts
sensiti~e AM/FM tuner section will receive your
favorite stations free of distortion and hash and .

loudspeakers are true accoustic suspension systems,
whereby a small volume of air · trapped in the
compact cabinets controls the mov~ment of t~e .
woofer cones for crisp and undistorted bass. The
individual selling prices of these components us\ially
I
,

there's ample flexibility for adding such niceties as
stereo headphones and O tape deck.
·
THE RECORD CHANGER_ In keeping with our goal
of outstanding performance f.or mod est cost , for th e

total $365.00, but at the Stereo Shop we'll · go th is
valu, one better and sell the complete system for only
$299.00. That's a savings of $66.00. We invite you to

system we reco.;,m~nd the Garrard 42M automatic

stop by soon to listen -

and to save. ·

- - - - - - - - - C h e c k Our Every Day Low Price Specials _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

100% DACRON POLYESTER

I
I

Lounges
open

requesting Merrick's assistance
in choosing and training a
repla~ement for the cabinet
position.
Applications are being taken
for the Resident Affairs
position in the SG office, UC
.156. The positions pays $200
per quarter. Applicants will be
interviewed by Adams and his
recommendation will be
reviewed by the Senate next
quarter.

·Colllfortak.le
Knits from·
$299 to
$799

~,~~,~~~

Ethos will have a meeting'
today at 2 p.m. in UC 204. All
members are asked to attend.

Are you interested in
graduate school? Some GRE
Minority Locaters Packets are
still left. If you would like one,
please call ,Melonese Strong at
6262 or 2151. The packets are
for juniers, seniors and
graduate_students.

THE STEREO SHOP'S $300 Stere,o· ·S ystem

I

Richard Merrick, SG
·secretary of Resident Affairs,
submitted his resignation
Monday to Pres. Mark Adams,
effective at the end of the
quarter.
In his Resident Affairs report
to Adams, Merrick said he was
res1gnmg in light 'of "future
plans."
Adams responded in a
memorandum
yesterday,
accepting the resignation and

I

Graduate School

By Melonese Strong

Oracle photo by Bill Phillips

.

10024 N. 30th
Tampa
PH. 971-4254
946 W. Brandon

Brandon
PH. 685-3229
Hn. 10-8 , Monday - Friday

•
•
•
•

AR Turntable Mfg. Reg. $90.00 .................... $69.95
Shure M91 ED/ MFG. Reg. $54.95 .................. $24.95
SH-1300 Headphones Compare at $14.95 ...... .__..... $7.95
1800 Ft. Polyester Tape By Ampex . ..... :, .............. 99 (

the
stereo
shop

FOR STEREO STUFF LIKE:
PIONEER, SONY, SAE,
ADVENT DUAL, HH SCOTI,
ROSE, AR GARRARD
DYNACO AND OTHERS

1536 south dale mabry, tamoa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE MANAGER -

TETSUO YOSMIKAWA - One Week Service
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Bra hm a~s open ton igh
___ *___

home con.test against Atlanta
Baptist College losing 72-61.
But Williams isn't overUSF has a lot of things going
confident about his team 's
for it in tonight's basketball
chances. "The score can 't
opener with Oglethorpe. First
assure us of a win, " he
of all, the game is at home for
commented. "That was their
the
the Brahmans; secondly,
· {Oglethorpe) first game of the
Stormy Petrels are not the
year while Atlanta Baptist has
toughest competition; and
.
already played four."
finally, Coach Don Williams
your
win
to
important
"It's
·
for
eager
and his cagers are
opener and if possible try
competition.
plenty of different things and
The Atlanta school began its
Og,lethorpe isn't. one of
since
*
a
with
night
season Monday
By Dave Moorman
Oracle Sports Editor

USF basketba ll schedule
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away

Oglethorpe
West Florida
Memphis State
North Carolina State
Florida Tech
Wearon College
Illinois Wesleyan
Oglethorpe
Georgetown
Conneticut
LSU (New Orleans)
St. John's

Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 11
Dec. 16
Dec. 20
Jan. 3
Jan. 6
Jan. 11'
Jan. 13
Jan . 18
Jan . 20

Varsity home games begin at 8 p.m., Junior \'arsity at <>:·Li p.m. Home game~
played at Curtis Hixon Convention Center, ·1·amµa.

IN

the toughest · games on our
schedule," which includes
contests against nationally
ranked FSU and North
Carolina State, "we're set up
pretty well in that respect. "

As of yet USF hasn 't been
able to test its ability against
other squads, having practiced
only among themselves,
but Williams is ready to throw
everything he has at the
Georgia university.
"We're not taking them
lightly,'' the Brahman boss said
of tonight's opponents, "but
we're going to try everything
we have. Since we've done
nothing against outside teams
we'll try out different things
for size against them. "
Williams said he's had his
squad switch to a man-to-man
defense following the GreenGold game a week and a half
ago and the change has helped
the Brahmans immensely. Also
the zone offense USF will

employ in tonight's clash is
coming along well.
Jack James and Ik e
Robinson, both sporting ankle
injuries, are "just about read y"
Williams said, with James a
probable starter at forward .
The 8 p.m. game with the
Stormy Petrels marks the
beginning of a 13 game home
schedule for the Brahmans with
all but two contests set for
Curtis Hixon.

Probable Starting Lineup
Oglethorpe

G--Mike Hurd 6-0
G--Chuck Palefsky 6-2
F--Bob Nickles 6-4
F--Ricky McCord 6-3
C--Larry Hanson 6- 7
USF

G--Larry Berrien 5-10
G--Jack James 6-3
F--Athur Jones 6-5
F --John Kiser 6-21/z
C--F red Gibbs 6-9

CAR TAPE DECKS
LIFETIME GUARANT EE
8 TRACK • FINE TUNING • TONE ADJUSTMENT
NOW $39.95
AM-FM • MPX 8 TRACK • FINE TUNING
$79.95
QUAD • FINE TUNING • AUTOMATIC HEAD CLEANER
$99.95
40 WATT• 8 TRACK• FINE TUNING• PROGRAM REPEAT
FAST FOWARD • HEADPHONE JACK
$89.95

STEREO WORLD
988-7059

4812 BUSCH BLVD.

OPEN 9 AM - 10 PM

s Wa nt to
BtieF
unc orn plic ate
you r life?

Tonight's basketball game
and all remaining home games
will be free to USF students
who present their ID and
current fee cards.
Curtis Hixon Hall, site of the
Brahman games, is located at
600 Ashley St.

***

Jim O'Malley bowled 100
pins over his average to take the
men's high singles with 242 in
USF Bowling League play.
Carl Frerichs won the series
comptition with 624.
In women's action Laurel
Byrnes rolled 185 to capture
high game as Sue Thornton
carded a 46 7 series to top that
category.
Persons interested in joining
the league for Qtr. 2 play
which begins Jan. 4 at 6:30
p.m. at Florida Lanes should
call Karen Fellows at ext. 6561.

INTRAMURALS
1IUlD_ffLr~_fllJJ!m...JllL~~

Men's Football Semifinals
ATO 10, Benwick's Boys 7
Wetbacks 13, Alpha l West 6
Men's Volleyball Semifinals
, Sigma Nu 2, Alpha 3 West l
L,mbda l 2, Lambda Chi Alpha 0

LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP

B-e fore you move into an
apartm ent consid er
* Who
* Who
* Who
* Who
* Who
* Who
* Who
* Who

will buy the groceries
will decid·e what's on tonight's menu?
decides what time the meal is served?
will cook your meals?
washes the dishes?
will clean the bathroom?
will vacuum the floor?
will mop the kitchen floor?

Fontana Hall unc_omplicates your life by doing :all these things
for you. Stop in and look at our way of ea~y living before you
decide on next quarter's housing ...... .

The place to have you
ar repaired correctly.

.

'

907 129th Ave.
P-H . 971 - 111 5

4200 E. Fletcher Ave.

_Tampa

Phone 971-9550

.

.'
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Can't love it
or leave it
"Punishment Park," a
terrifying look at how
American
fascis ·m
eliminates
its
dissident-'
elements, will be presented
today at 7, and 9:30 p.m. in .
LAN 103. Admission to the
final Film Arts Series
showing is $1 .

'

0

•

Craft show exhibits USF ceramics
USF- assistant visual arts
professor Charles Fager will
exhibit his ceramics Friday and
Saturday from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. ·
at the first annual Ringling
Museum Outdoor Craft Show.
More than 38 artists will
demonstrate, exhibit and sell

their work at booths on the
museum grounds in Sarasota.
Fager said the Ringling
Museum Members Council is
sponsoring the event and Prof.
Earl McCutchen of the
University of Georgia will

award $1,000 to the best work.
Pottery, ceramics, _jewelry,
metal sculpture, batik, enamel
on metal, weaving, macrame,
stitchery, leather work, prints
and stoneware wilL be among
the works to be presented.
Mrs. Frances Kuraaymes,
.

/

"And of course we'll have a
sandwich and soft drink snack .
bar."
Kuraaymes said the statewide compet~ion is· presented
in cooperation with the Florioa
Craftsmen Association. ·

'

,LJSF prof judges annual
state poetry competition
USF's Dr. Hans Juergensen Yellow Bird--it's incomplete
judged the annual Poetry song," Richard Blacomb's
Month Florida Comprtition - "The Beaux Arts," Robert
over · the weekend at St. Snow's "Ode to Walking
Petersburg's Beaux Arts Rice," and a former strdent of
Gallery, and didn't know the Juergenson,
William
names of the winners until Deitenbeck's "Laurel," were
yesterday.
.
awarded best descriptive poem.
"I demanded not to know
Madeleine Ev-ans Felser won
the- names when I judged the first place in the short lyric
contest," he said. "This category for her poem
prevents any prejudice."
"Summer-Time 1." David
· Juergenson was surprised, Anderson's "Envoy" won
however, that he did not second place and USF student
recognize the works of some of Lisa Smith received third place
his students that entered the for "Theo-Cinema.''
contest and won top prizes.
Three special awards were
William Harvey Roscow, a also given to Lisa Smith for her
USF graduate and former sonnet, "Futility," and her
student of Juergensor,i's, won "Haiku," and Vyvyan M.
the grand prize for his poems, JI ens in fo~ 'her satiric _poem," In
"A Past Death ...fqr my Vogue.''
Father" and "Intensive Care."
Dr. Juergenson, who has
Emma Crobaugh's "One been judging the contest for the

coordinator of the Members
Council, said admission to the
event is free.
"A lunch of French onion
soup, -Spanish bean soup,
cheese, fruit and wine may be
purchased for $1. 75 ," she said.

CZfllli) and sell campers, travel trailers, & 5th wheats.
NEW & USED

past four, years, _§.aid he and his
wife, Ilse, author of "The
Second Time," sorted through
the poems individually and '
selected the ones they felt were
the best.

THE BEST
* WH.EEL CAMPER_ *
* TRUK TRA VE;LER *
* PLAYPAC *

■ : t•: ;J ;J f-1 i;tJ I!# ;E•I
1812 E. BUSCH
PH. 932-5109
9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. Daily

Low winter rates include
Insurance & LP_gas
Day • Week • Month • Forever

Once in a long while something out of the ordinary
happens, making everyone stop and stare. Well now it's
happening to Tampa and in a big way! The Proud Lion is
here.
Summoning up visions of merry old England, the Proud
Lion satisfies your weary soul with warm, congenial people,
piping hot meaty sandwiches, and frosty mugs of beer and
imported wine. For the more active there's also a game
room. Life abounds in the game room where skills, wits, and
tall tales can be matched to your heart's content. And all this
goes on 'til the wee hours of the morning.
Share a bit of the old country with someone tonight in the
Proud Lion Pub. It'll do your he~rt good.

open till 1 am.
4970 BUSCH
TERRACE PLAZA
(in the- corner)
985-2013

4254 S. DALE MABRY
Twin Bay
Shopping
Center

r.
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M8rriage 451' mak·es noble ·comeback
By Vivian Muley
Oracle Activites Editor

.The Speech Department's
chamber theatre production of
"Marriage 451," subtitled
'!Darling, we've got to stop
mating like this," was so
successful here that it will be
presented Friday on the St.
Pete Campus and Sunday at the
·Port Brittany Residence Club.
· "We're very happy to be
· aqing _this," Dr. Ray
Schneider, adapter and director
of the production, said. "It's a
·· g~od · . experience for the
~tudents. I only hope ·we can do
· .'---- . more of it."

Dr. Schneider said the St.
Pete campus is ' sometimes
"shortchanged on the arts."
"They're much a part of the
USF community and they
· should be able to see more.

Tryouts today
Tryouts for Qtr. 2's
major speech production,
Shirley Jackson's "We Have
Always Lived in the
Castle," apapted by George
Randolph, will be today
from 4-6 p.m. and 7-10 p.m.
in LAN 478.

,Musjc major give$
master's product ion
. Edward Schmiedecke,
candidate for a Master of Music
degree in choral ·conducting,
· · -will present his master of music
recital Friday at 8:30 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium. ·
Schmiedecke, a student of
Lee Shackson, will cover all
.stylistic periods of choral music
in his recital.
His works will include
Bach's "Cantata No. 78, Jesus
thou my weaJied spirit;"
.Anton
Bruckner's "Pange
Lingua, Gloriosi;" · Paul
Felter's "Sing unto God;"
Johan Franco's "Let our heart
open;"
Andreas
· be
Hammerschmidt's
"Wende
Dich, Herr," Jean Mouton's
·"A.ve Maria;" Leonel Power's

"Beata Progenies, '.' John
Tavener's Gloria from the
"Western Wynde Mass;" and
Dufay's Credo from the Mass,
"Ave Regina Caelorum."
The concert, which will be
sung by .the USF Choral
Union, will feature faculty
soloists Jerald Reynolds and
Fr_ed Black and'student soloists
Rita Harmon and Linda
Roberts.
Instrumental
accompaniment will_ include Cynthia
Wells on harpsichord, Bob ·
Rogers on organ and Jeffrey
Blem on trombone.
The recital is free.

These productions are by and
for the students," he said.
"Marriage 451," modeled
after "Fahrenheit 451," is .i
battle of the sexes, during three
different eras.
Each era - 1920s, 1940s, and
l 980s--is augmented with the
use of films, photographs,
dance and music of the time.
"You get a bombardment of
visual images and music that
evoke the era," Schneider said.
"For example for the 1980s
you get electronic music, weird
costumes and dances, -and
psychedelic lights."
The production utilizes the
works of author_s James
Thurber, Kurt Vonnegut,
Mark Twain, Dorothy Parker
and Clare Boothe Luce, to
foster each era.
in the
Cast members
production include Sam
Flanagan, Robin Gatlin, Mark
Sarni, Steve Matza, Jerry Coff,

Edwards · and Jim Gray,
lighting_; James Caldwell and
James McKillop, visuals; Paul
E. Levick and Buddy Ownes,
set construction; and Ann
Morr~ and Pixie Brown,
costumes.
, The free offering will b~
presented in the St. Pete
Campus auditorium.

- c;_~f-!

~-~

W.C. Fields will highlight a
series of six films, including
Woody Woodpecker, Felix the
Cat, Bugs Bunny, the Little
Rascals and the Three Stooges,
today at ·7, 8:30 and 10 p.m. in
the ET A 1 Lounge.
Admission is 10 cents.

~ppliances by Hotpoint
1

NOW AT

MALL

FLOR I.LAND

USF CAMPUS

Accounting Essentials
Interpreting
Test Scores

FOWLJ!R

::============:::: AVE.

. / Quick
Medical Terminology
Clear Writing

i-:

Ill

Business Math
Business Statistics
Statistics
Money In the l:conomy
Logarithm•
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The quick
proven way with.

.SU SCH

□76 Guides
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W.C. Fields
'1ighlights
film series

Teach
Yourself
Siudy Skills
Quick Calculus
Math Shortcuts

Frances Lopez, Jackie Walker,
Jim Flemmings, Wansley
Hancock and Villia Johnson.
The production crew
included Barbara Jacobs,
assistant director; Joyce Nader,
house manager; Peggy Lax,
choreography;
Marcia
Deming, graphics, · Chuck
Wright, sound montage; Joh.n.
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AV4! ,
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Volunteer Services--continued from page 1

family planning clinics and
other agencies many weren 't
aware of.
She and the other Volunteer,
along with a black minister and
a Catholic nun worked at
keeping kids in school and off
dope, starting an employment
office and setting up a mobile .
dental · and eye clinic while
coping with the inevitable
. emergencies.

She recalls loading mne
children, their parents and
furniture into a van at midnight
and trying to find a place for
them to spend the weekend.
They had been thrown out of
the house they were sharing.
And the time a fire broke
out in one of the apartments at 4
p.m. Friday and none of the
government agencies would
help because they all closed at

D.C. Pays off
(ZNS)-Two of the men who were jailed during last year's
Mayday demonstrations in Washington, D.C., have been
awarded cash settlements from the District of Columbia for false
arrest.
Peter Roberts and Dennis Lieberman were each awarded
$4,500 in damages by a federal court in Washington recentl y.
Judge Gerhard Gesell ruled that the Justice Department and
Washington police acted illegally in jailing the two men along
with at least 12,000 others during mass arrest procedures in
Washington in May of 1971. Roberts and Lieberman were on
their way to work when they were herded, along with thousands
of other people, into a football stadium behind barbed wire fences
and ·detained for at least 12 hours.
Roberts and Lieberman are the first of hundreds of civil cases to
be heard against the government based on the mass arrest
procedures used by capitol police. The ACLU is also pursuing a
"class action" suit on behalf of many of thos e arrested. Although
more than 12,000 people were rounded u·p, booked and detained,
few·er than 200 have been convicted of committing any crime.

Some powerful manure
(ZNS)-A great portion of the United States ' energy needs
could be solved by animal manure.
According to the Indiana Farm Bureau Federation, the U.S.
Bureau of Mines has found a way to convert cow manure to oil.
The hoosier farmer reports that one dry ton of animal manure,
when heated under pressure and combined with carbon
monoxide, can be turned into three barrels of oil .
The federation calculates that if we took all of the animal
manure produced in the U.S. each year, we'd have enough to
produce 2.45 billion barrels of oil. That's about half of what the
U.S. uses each year. (Next thing you know, farmers will be
getting a "manure depletion allowance ").

Extended Leave
(ZNS)-Dita Beard has still not returned to her office at IT & T's
Washington, D.C., headquarters.
Mrs. Beard, a highly paid lobbyist for IT&T, has been on sick
leave "at full salary" for the past nine months. A spokesman for
,,,. IT&T said that Mrs. Beard "is still recuperating from her heart
problem" somewhere in the Denver area. IT& T, however, has
declined-to reveal where Mrs. Beard is recovering or to give out
the name of the doctor who is treating her.
Her previous physician, Doctor L.M . Radetsky of Denver,
reported that Mrs. Beard was "just about fully recovered" when
he last treated her, some five months ago.
IT & T says that Mrs. Beard will continue to draw her full
salary while she recovers from her illness.

ACLU sues Jay~ees
(ZNS).:.The American Civil Liberties Union
( ACLU) and
the Center for Women Policy Studies have filed a suit against the
national Junior Chamber of Commerce--charging that the Jaycees
are "sexist." The suit was filed on behalf of the Rochester (New York)
chapter of the Jaycees who were expelled from the national
organization in April after chapter members voted to admit
women. The Rochester Jaycees decided to allow women to join
qn the grounds that the Jaycee creed of "developing community
leaders" included helping women as well as men.
The suit contends that the national Jaycees receive tax breaks
from the Internal Revenue Service, and that they receive various
money grants from the Office of Economic Opportunity, the
Departll)ent of Housing and Urban Development, the
Department of Labor and the Environmental Protection Agency.
The ACLU asks the federal courts to order the government to
stop providing funds to an organization which "d isci:iminates on
the basis of sex. "

five. A woman and he·r two
boys needed clothing to last at
least through the weekend.
"I called about 10 different
people and I got turned down.
So many people said 'call back
Monday morning. ' Finally the
Red Cross pulled through. "
Another time a woman told
Janice there was someone she
wanted her to meet. She took
her to an apartment, said,
"Janice, this is Bernard," and
then left. Janice was alone with
a stranger about whom she
knew nothing.
Bernard was 21, had been
shot in the head and was
partially paralyzed. He was so
withdrawn that he wouldn 't
talk to anyone or go anywhere.

2 PERFORMANCES

2 PERFORMANCES

Saturday, Dec. 2nd 2:30 & 8 pm
MATINEE TICKETS ........ .. $3-$4-$5
EVENING TICKETS ......... $4-$5-$6
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
MONTGOMERY WARDS - Dale Mabry &
Floriland Mall RASPUTI~.;·:; - Kennedy Blvd.

_

SUPPEB DANCE.CBUISE
3 HR. Cruise Only $4.00

Includes Supper

Janice took him to welfare
("he was scared to death"), and
later
to
Vocational
Rehabilitation and Easter Seals
Society. He begar. physical
therapy and sessions with a
psychiatrist. He was then able
to get a job.
"By the time I left he was a
changed person ," she said. " He
would talk to -anyone whether
he knew him or not. "

,,.6

Along with all the
victories, Janice remembers
"the many times we fell on our
faces and got discouraged. We
had to realize that we weren't
there to change the world, but
to listen and help when the
PEOPLE wanted to be
helped. "
Janice is now a member of
University Volunteer Services.
She' s in charge of the
MacDonald Training Center
program, dealing with the
mentally retarded.
She says her job is "more
than I could have asked for in
college. The type of work I'm
doing here is the closest I could
have come to Vista."
It's not the type of
experience that brings personal
recognition, but rather the type
that gives mental satisfaction,
said Jan ice.
"What I learned this past
year didn't end on July 23 .. .lt
gave me a lot of awareness. I've
seen both sides."

TAKE A TIP
FROM SANTA
Saga is sure to please with
a meal plan to suit
anyone. Meal plans are on
sale now for Quarter II.

MEAL PLAN PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
20 MEAL PLAN - MONDAY BREAKFAST through SUNDAY LUNCH
$189.34,+ _7.57 tax = $196.91
15 MEAL PLAN - MONDAY through FRIDAY
$171.73 + 6.87 tax= $178 .60
12 MEAL PLAN - ANY 12 MEALS MONDAY through SUNDAY
$178.90 + 7.16 tax= $186.06
10 MEAL PLAN - ANY 10 MEALS MONDAY through FRIDAY
$161.73 + 7.16 tax= $168.20
Tickets may be purchased anytime for Quarter II or the remaini g Quarter I in

Room I IOA Andros

Happy Holidays
to All!

SAGA
FOOD SERVICE
Located in Andros and Argos
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TOYO TA
HOMER- F. HERNDON:
"WE CARE"

/

2 Locations

* 3901 .Florida .Ave.
* 3909 Florida Ave.
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HERf\JDON

Ph. 223-4902

A LIT,JLE SWITCH

...and we can give you more!
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Services Offered

L.S.A.T;
COMPLETE REVIEW COURSE ·
Small Group Instruction By Specialists
In Their Respective Fields. LAW
IS
ADMISSION
SCHOOL
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE.
BE PREPARED!!
American Education Services Ta~pa
977-5290. If no answer · call Mi1mi
collect l-305-651-3880.
TYPIST experienced. Electric
typewriter with carbon ribbon. Pick up
and delivery service. 94" ',() I 8'.
TYPING NEEDED? Just call the
~'Square" Secretary. It's an IBM
typewriter-Pica or Elite type size as
_needed. 254~5463 or 879-5581.
THINK PHOTOGRAPHY. Plan
now for Holiday qifts. Creati~e
distinctive · portraits, weddings. ·
Person~I photo cards. Art photo prints .
Mike 1.ampbell Ph: 233-3561.
SPECIALIZED TY PLST
IBM Selectric - Statistical Data
Dissertation, Thesis, Resumes, Te~
Papers . Turabian, Campbell, USFReferences-Gloria 884-1969.
NEAT
TY PING - FAST
ACyURA TE. All typ;s of · work:
ina Schiro, 11110 N . 22nd. Sr. 971. 2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
Typing in my home. Termpapers,
T hesis, etc. Call 886-2364 after 6 p.m.
evenings all day weekends.

Misc. for Sale
CHARCOAL PORTRAITS make
good Christmas presents. I do them
from IO minute photo sittings, finished
jn on.e week. $5, $ 10, $20 sizes. Special
family rates. Call Lois 238-4225 or
238-4871.
Puzzle Rings, 4 thru 17 bands, sterling
silver, gold . Makes a fine gift, $8 ~nd
up. Contact: Tracy 971-0249 when
home. Christmas is near!
U DERGROUND COMIX
" Largest selection in Tampa"
SURVIVAL BOOKWORKS
Corner of 123 rd Ave. & ebraska
Open every day-11 a.m.-7:30 p.m .
Wurlitzer piano & bench. Oil walnut
finish, consulette-$350. Traditional
sofa-$ I 00 . Lamps, dinning table,
household misc. Call 884-7361.
RUBAIYAT OMAR · KAAYYAM.
The people who are looking for books,
posters & Christmas cards, see
Archway Bookstore, 72 3 Florida Ave.
·
229-8911.

Motorcycles
& Scooters
Great for school. 90 Kawasaki , 8
.months old, helmet, rack, rain suit,
blinkers . . Call 238-6180 before 8:30
a.m. and after. 4:30 p.m .
1971 Honda CB 350, metallic green ,
under 4000 miles, luggage rack & two
mirrors. Perfect condition. $5 50 or wiil
consider trade on small car. 977-5625 .

. MAN~ iAECMDEON T

'
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extras, askmg $225. · call 876-9157
NALDS
.
·
Attent10n Graduates: Due to-our rapid .
evenmrs.
·
F d f l
. expansion we h~ve select openings for
1962
, one owner, fine
a con,
· or
people who des1ce careers in fast food
transportation. $250 8·77-264 I.
service. G~od salary, group insu rance,
paid vacations, profit sharing and a
chance to advance with #1. Contact
Mr. David in Clearwater. 447-3362.
Janitors-pare-time, morning work 6:30
AM-9:50 AM, also have opening night
work 6-9 PM, job located 1/z mi . from
USF, apply 308 Tampa St., Rm 279
between 6-7 PM only.

Mobile Homes
1970 12x60 Capell~ Mobile Home. 2
Bedrooms,·_.centrnl H / A_ with carpet
and exceptional furn. and appliances .. ·
Low dn., assume $111 mo. 986-2824
after 6 p.m.

Apts & Houses
to Share
Roommate wanted to share a 2
bedroom, l ½ bath townhouse. W/ W
carpeting, central air. Male, 23,
Account Manager, grad student. $120
.
each. Bill Scholz 626-2136.
Need 3 people to share expenses on 2
bdrm. apt. starting Dec. I for Qrr. Hi 1/2mi. from USF . Avg . cost per person
$65 mo. For more information call
988-3626, Rick Miller.
Two females wanted to share
apartment 1/z mile from campus. 971_5643 days, 884-5580 eves.
Need roommate to share 2 BR duplex
· near USF on 23rd Street. $46 . 70/ mo .
Swell place, good neighbors. Call
Patsy at work, 974-2100 ext. 373 ,
leave phone no.

For Rent
DOS
M_ANCHA
APARTMENTS
$75/ mo. (per person)-ind. all util.
Several vacancies now. Furn. luxury
townhouses, 4 Br 2 full baths.
Ropmmates provided by us. 2 pools,
tennis, billiards, ere. Shag car.pet, Cent.
H / A, garbage disposal, private patio,
balcon y. 1 Blk. from campus off
FJetcher on 42nd St. 971-0100.
Large new 2BR duplex, al l paneled .
· Utility room, all electric, w/ w carper,
AC. Water, garbage included . T emplP
Terrace area. $160. Petless. 255-82.61 .
Fontana Hall Contract For Sale
.Quarter II & III
W1llmg to make deal.
Call Rick 977-5790 rm. 228
For Rent, I bdrm. duplex, air ~nd.,
furn., near USF . Have use of 2 PQols.
Take over lease $99·a month. Call after
6 - 971-7437,
NEEDED: Male' or female to take
Fontana contract for Qu'acrers II & III.
15 or 20 meal plan. Please call Jay ; 9775448 before 12 p.m.
. Rm. 4 sub-lease, Fontana Hall. Prefet 2
sell as single unit. Call anytime 97 l_7289. Tieed of cooking? Cleaning?
Relax and meet new people! Enjoy
.
Life!
Apartment For Rent: Two bedroom
duplex, $140 a month. <;:all 971-3 24 7.
LA

Automotive

wanted for
MEN OR WOME
1970 MG Midget ~onvertible, radio ,
permanent part time employment
taking inventory in grocery, drug and · heater, wire wheels, michelin, radials.
Must sell. Sacrifice $ 1600. Call
variety stores. Reply RGIS Inventory
Specialist, 5445 Mariner Street, Suite · evenings & weekends 971-2292.
no . 208 1 Tampa1 Florida 1 33609.
1962 PORSCHE 356B, convertible.
Waitresses needed-part time & full
Been looking for a collector's item lik e
time. Hrs.- 5:30 p.m. til closing. Must ,this? Call Tom, 974-21 81, Mon .-Fri.
be 21. Apply in person to Pizza Hur, or 839-2902 after 6, an'd o~ weekends.
8426 N. Florida Ave.
$2,000.
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PH-971-3633
Appointments
Available
Hours
Daily 9-6
Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

~

Join us - We ve got It together

-===-- .----,
H~ving difficulty studying? Up-tight
when taking an exam? Why not give ·
hypnosis a try? After 4:30 p.m. Sat. &
sun., R ev . D . sparrow, 872 - 8 I 85 .
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, ·Associ~tion of_CoHege Unions lnterna_

. Rides

RECREATION !OURNAMENTS

I need ride ·to work, 8:00-5:00,-share
exr.~ses . Call 932-6364 7:30 a.m.10:00 p.m., .974-2930 I 1:00 p.m . to
7:00 a.m . Ask for Jerry Morris .

TV, Radio, Stereo
1972 Fisher tx50 amp, 65 watts- 25
watts HMS per channel. 14 mo. left on
gar. $ 100. Must sell. Stanley Freeman,
251-6648.

Chess- Table Tennis -Billiards

,~air
l

apply U.C. 159·

Dec.

6

!l-1-i

,

!

rI

SponsO~~,b~ s.~.A.C.J

lost & Found
Found Nov. 20 in SOC Building,
puppy. Light tan, white , feer & ·
stomach; white spots on face, black
spots around eyes. Call 974-2423, 8-5,
after 5-971-0330
Lost-Gold Charm, a coral rose with 2
seed pearls. Call Marcia O ' Neal, F AO
105, 974-2403.
LEAVING SCHOOL:?
For career · opportunity with or
'!"ithout degree
contact
PROVENZANO & ASSOCIATES
Financial Consultants
Ph. 872-8433

PLU_S

NOW SHOWl·N G
LOVE ·1s
.CATCHING
Continuous shows
from 11 :45 Q.m.

RESTR IC
A BOXOFFIC

ATIONAL PICTURES RElEASE

Life Insurance
Sales·Career
We Offer:
$700 Monthly Salary
Bonus Every Three Months
Great Opportunity For Advq.ncement
Convention In Spain (Must Qualify)
Opportunity To Join Company's #1 Ag·e ncy

Q!alifications:
Coll'ege Graduate
Tampa High $ch.ool Graduate Preferred
Loyal and Hon est
Willingness To Work
Ambition To Excel
WE WILL RECRUIT SIX MEN STARTING JANUARY 1, 1973
. OR BEFORE
PERSONAL INTERVIEW WILL BE HELD BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY

Call John Ad coc k or Ron Moore for Personal Interview

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

, Sorority

1.

comple<dy '~";" w«h

_

Help Wanted

r!

vw

·Adcock-Moore-Adcock & Associates
□..:!I PROTECTIVE

LIFE ®
,;; INSURANCE COMPANY

2l

HOME OFFIC E - BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

715 EAST BIRD STREET-9 33-3918

<
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c mah is so import
g. we use the finest W cs
.w b,rlcy •vaibblc in addition
he M idwest six-row variet y. The extra
of this premium b,rlc y is worth it, si nce
m•kcs fo r a milder, more pbs.n1 beer. Herc
'" our barlcv is first cleaned, graded, washed
,., and steeped, the~ allowed to germinate for a
minimum of.fi;·c days under a gentle st ream
of humid ,ir in sfowl)' rc\'oh ing drum,.

The hopped wort is srraincd,
pumped to cooling towers, and
then to fermenting cellars. Yeasr, made
from our own special pure culture.

is added and fcrmcntu ion begins.

In these patented Anheuser-Busch ferment crs, the
brewers yeast changes sugars fr om malt and rite into
alcohol and carbon d1_

e cleaned barl
nding i~ the
M, ny beers· would be rc,dy for artificial carbonation, filteri ng and bottling ,t this point , but not Budweiser.
Inst ead, it goes to huge tanks in the lager cell ars. Here, beechwood strips are spreid across the bottom of each
lager tank, beer is pumped in, fresh ly yeasted wort is added. and the beer is allowed to carbonate itself n>tuollv as it fe rment s and ages, slowly and qu ietly a second ti me.
(This 1s the cxclu.sin Budwc1se:r Beechwood Ageing procus. h hies mort lime
(1 ctu1U y u much u tltu~•timts as long... u the process some beers use!) ind costs
more money. bu1 the Stri ps of beechwood provide extu surface for 1hc brewcr.s·

yca.s110 clrng 10- and hdp clarify 1he hw nu unll y.)

ean-.•hile, spcciallv selected rice is cru shed i
nd weighed. Budweiser is brewed with rice (i
ab/,-gradc rice) even though many brewers us
uusc it is much chca
·
·

The ground rice and barley malr are wetted

The fin al step: the beer is cmfully
fi ltered - creating the spark ling
··brilliance and clarity that h"·e made
Budweiser fam ous throu ghout
the industrv. And the worl d.

with clear, filtered water (absolutely idea/ for
quality brewing) and cooked. This mash is thcl\
strai ned in huge tanks, producing • clear ,mbcr
liquid called u:orl .

Hops ,re the "Sc,.oning" of fine beer. Only the choicdt· importcd hops
from the ho.norcd fields of Central Europe and the ,·cry ·best of domest ic blossoms
fro111 t~c wcstc;n _United States -are used in brewing. Budweiser. (Absol utclv no
cxtia~•,~~se,d!) Thc -:mri),t i~:'Bµ4f s rich, mild .ro".'a and s2~PPY: ~cfrcshihg tam ._·,
·.. ' ffere ; ,hese ch01cc..hops a;e added· to the _worr. _which .,s lf~tlcd tn giant brew ·
· · "· _ • ' k~ttlcs_untrl the-;wott has assumed 1ust thc _nght dcllc,te hop fl arnr.
~
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